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                      Chai Spiced Chocolate Chip Cookies

                      
                        Posted by: Lori Posted on: October 19, 2021 Comments: 0
                      

                      
                          I love baking. Being home a lot more than in the past (hello Pandemic life) has allowed me to bake way more which has its positives and its negatives. Positives: trying out so many awesome recipes Negatives: eating all the awesome recipes     But negatives asides, I’ve found some really delicious baked goods recipes that I’ve healthed up and added some fun ingredients to mix things up a…
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                      Golden Milk with Turmeric, Ginger, and Cracked Black Pepper

                      
                        Posted by: Lori Posted on: May 20, 2021 Comments: 0
                      

                      
                          This week we’re taking a break from the booze and adding in some much needed nutrition (to go along with whatever I’ll drink this weekend… the break was for blogging, not actual drinking. I may have to make myself a Paper Plane when I’m done with writing this post). If your beverage tally is anything like mine, you’re at about 78 unhealthy adult beverages alternate beverages for every 1…
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                      The Classic Americano

                      
                        Posted by: Lori Posted on: May 13, 2021 Comments: 0
                      

                      
                          Nope, we’re not talking about the coffee drink. This Americano is smooth and rich, gentle and bitter, is caffeine free, and puts you in a delightfully calm mood. And apparently it was the first cocktail mentioned in the James Bond novels and has stayed fancy ever since. I even feel fancy sipping on this beautiful drink. Think pinkies up, tiny sips, fancy hats… or just your everyday athleisure wear.…
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